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THE CHARITY
BROWN BAGGING FOR CALGARY’S KIDS
www.bb4ck.org
Brown Bagging for Calgary’s Kids has one goal: no hungry kids in Calgary. The organization strives toward this
goal each day by providing healthy lunches directly to school kids, and by empowering communities to create
lasting social change. Through the work of community groups and a small army of volunteers, Brown Bagging for
Calgary’s Kids provides more than 2,500 lunches each day for local kids who would otherwise go without.

THE PHOTOGRAPHER
JEREMY FOKKENS
www.jeremyfokkens.com
Jeremy Fokkens is a classically trained dancer turned professional self-taught photographer. His most recent
accomplishment is the publishing of his book The Human Connection, which highlights Jeremy’s eight-month
trip through Nepal and Bangladesh, and tells countless captivating stories of everyday people. Fokkens’ newest
project ‘Back To The Land’ has taken him across all of Canada’s 10 provinces and three territories, capturing
some of the country’s most colourful small town characters.

THE OFFCUTS
PIERRE LAMIELLE

COOKBOOK AUTHOR, FOOD ON YOUR SHIRT FOUNDER
@foodonyourshirt
Pierre Lamielle is the award winning cookbook author and illustrator of Kitchen
Scraps and Alice Eats. He is head chef of the tastiest food t-shirts on the planet a.k.a. www.foodonyourshirt.com. Pierre didn’t perform too shabby as a
competitor on Top Chef Canada, but he killed it when he won Chopped Canada.
He currently cooks at Bradlee as the corporate chef for Wolf and Subzero.

JESSIE WILLIS

CO-OWNER, VINE ARTS WINE AND SPIRITS, PROOF COCKTAIL BAR
@WillisOnWine
Jesse is the co-owner of both Vine Arts Wine and Spirits and Proof Cocktail Bar. A
born and raised Calgarian, he has worked in the wine industry in Calgary for more
than a decade and currently serves as the wine director for a number of local
restaurants including Taste, Native Tongues and the Black Pig Bistro. When he’s
not busy drinking wine, Jesse’s hobbies include travel, scuba diving, fitness and
cooking.
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PHIL ROBERTS AND SEBASTIAN SZTABZYB

FOUNDERS AND CO-OWNERS, PHIL & SEBASTIAN COFFEE
@philandseb
Phil and Sebastian co-founded P&S in 2007, fuelled by a shared love of coffee and
entrepreneurship. Sebastian collaborates with Phil on most duties, but focuses on
directing the cafes, traveling to buy green coffee and managing company
finances. Phil wears many hats and enjoys a plethora of caffeinated roles, from
design and strategic planning to pulling espresso in the duo’s expanding empire
of Calgary-based cafes.

MICHAEL ALLEMEIER

SAIT CULINARY INSTRUCTOR
@ChefAllemeier
Chef Allemeier has traveled the world learning his craft. Prior to joining SAIT as a
Culinary Instructor, he stood at the helm of some of Western Canada’s most
exciting kitchens. Prior to settling in Cowtown as Teatro Restaurant’s head chef,
Allemeier served as executive chef at the highly esteemed Bishops Restaurant in
Vancouver.

JEAN FRANCOIS BEEROO

CO-OWNER, CHARCUT ROAST HOUSE AND CHARBAR
@CHARCUT
Fluent in English, French and Creole with a working knowledge of Japanese and
German, Jean Francois boasts more than a decade of experience in high end
guest service and hospitality management roles. Prior to landing at Charcut in
Calgary, he honed his skills across the globe, travelling from Mauritius to Australia,
New Caledonia, Dubai, Thailand and New York City.

DWAYNE ENNEST

OWNER, OPEN RANGE RESTAURANT
@rangefish
Inspired by a true love of cooking, Dwayne Ennest has been a long time Calgary
chef. He has followed his passion by traveling extensively, exploring different
cuisines while developing his own signature style of rustic ingredients prepared
using classical techniques. His restaurant Open Range began as a family venture
nine years ago by Dwayne and Alberta Ennest, and their mom Virginia
Christopher.

ROGELIO HERRERA

OWNER AND CORPORATE CHEF, ALLOY RESTAURANT AND CANDELA LOUNGE
@RogelioChef
Raised in Colombia, Rogelio developed a passion for cooking at a young age. He
has trained and worked all around the world, including Colombia, Spain, France
and Israel, where he completed his apprenticeship. His time in Calgary has seen
him work his magic in kitchens from Teatro, Wild Wood, Vintage and Divino’s,
Today, Rogelio is the proud owner and Corporate Chef of Alloy Restaurant and
Candela Lounge.
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CAM DOBRANSKI

OWNER, THE BRASSERIE + WINEBAR KENSINGTON; CO-OWNER, MEDIUM RARE
@ChefCamD
With the opening of The Brasserie and Winebar Kensington, Chef Dobranski
brought a uniquely modern and ‘freestyle’ approach to Calgary’s food scene. From
butchering whole animals to grinding it out on the kitchen line, Cam prides
himself on creating rustic, classical dishes with an underground and indulgent
edge. As co-owner of Medium Rare, Dobranski is taking his mad kitchen skills and
applying them to the world of top notch chef gear.

GRAHAM SHERMAN

CO-OWNER, TOOL SHED BREWING
@ShermanDelux
From its inception in Graham’s backyard tool shed on a basic five-gallon homebrewing system, Tool Shed Brewing Company has always been destined for great
things. Co-founders Jeff and Graham bring an obsessive love for spectacular craft
beer and a high level of geekery to the craft of making it.

DUNCAN LY

EXECUTIVE CHEF EXTRAORDINAIRE
@chefdly
Clean, uncomplicated and flavourful food is Duncan’s philosophy, and an
uncompromised approach that he wholeheartedly promotes as a support member
of Culinary Team Alberta. Having put his talents to work at a host of Calgary’s top
restaurants and boutique hotels including Catch, Vintage, Elbow River Casino,
Kensington Riverside Inn and Hotel Arts, the world can expect big news from Chef
Ly in 2016 as he brings his own culinary project to life.

AVIV FRIED
FOUNDER, SIDEWALK CITIZEN BAKERY
@avivfried

Inspired by Jane Jacobs’ The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Aviv named
his bakery ‘Sidewalk Citizen’ and avidly began his baking career by delivering
delicious fresh baked bread by bicycle to the citizens of Calgary, donating the
proceeds to charity. Having set up a brand new brick and mortar shop in East
Village’s Simmons Building, business for Citizen Sidewalk gets hotter by the year.

KEVIN KENT

FOUNDER AND OWNER, KNIFEWEAR AND KENT OF INGLEWOOD
@knifenerd
Knifewear has expanded to include five Canadian stores plus occasional pop-up
shops across the country, with plans underway to open a store in Kyoto, Japan.
Born and raised in Saskatchewan, shitless founder Kevin refuses to confess how
many Japanese knives he owns, but admits the number is rather high.
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